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Saltwater Inshore, Offshore, Blue Water fishing reports, Freshies Suggestions, and “Little 

Miss Judy’s Believe It or Not story!  Thanks for Reading! 

 

My fishing statement 

To try to insure that fishing stays in the hearts that love it and to help the ones that are 

going too! 
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 Inshore Fishing Reports 

Rob West catches a nice red fish while fishing with Captain Ray Crawley of Miss Judy 

 
Rob West is holding up a nice trophy red fish which he caught while using the right 

selected frozen bait under a small adjustable float rig.  While fishing inshore with Captain 

Ray, Rob and his family caught red fish, spotted sea trout, and black drum.  Fun was had 

by all and there is only one thing left to say, “Thanks to Rob the 2013 inshore fish year 

has started with a big catching bang!”  

 

 Captain Ray Crawley’s Secret Bait Regime! 

As all saltwater inshore fishermen know especially during this time when water 

temperatures drop, the right bait can be hard to find.  Heck, it’s not about catching or 

purchasing bait it’s basically about knowing what to use.  With all this being said, “Let’s 

talk about Captain Ray’s bait locker.  When he pushed off the dock with the West party 

on board Captain Ray had an array of baits.  In his bait locker he had assorted sizes and 

types of artificial baits from flukes to screw tails to paddle tails.  These baits are great 

when cast right and retrieve slowly.  He also had some frozen shrimp, which he had hand 

picked.  According to Captain Ray, “They looked good too!”  Normally when shrimp are 

frozen not all the parts and pieces look to good meaning brown spots, absents of legs, and 

of course that delicate head is complete disaster.  With everything missing that attracts a 

fish in the first place you really have to be “spot on” when looking for a winter time 

inshore bite.  In the live department Captain Ray had nine live shrimp, which meant he 

really knew when to play his best hand at catching that fish!! 

 

Spot On! 

This would be the best location where you think the fish are going to be holding.  Finding 

fish is going to be a fisherman greatest hurtle at this time of the year.   The bottom line is 

if you can’t find that prefect live bait then most likely the fish can’t either.  So secure the 

bait you can, find the right location, present your bait offering, and then wait for the fish 

to eat!   

  

 



“Positive attitudes catch fish!” 

 

Fishing with Matt Gibbons and his father Bill Fegel  

On December 28, 2012 with Captain Jack McGowan of Miss Judy Charters  

 

The best news in regards to the Matt Gibbons and Bill Fegel fishing team is that they 

were already fishermen that just wanted to fish! And we all know the old saying about 

this “Positive attitudes catch fish!”   

 

Captain Jack McGowan took a different approach when it came to getting a fish bite.  His 

preferred bait especially during the cold months is to “Go artificial!”  He likes to use 

Gulp soft baits that are fashioned as mullet and shrimp patterns.  Captain Jack preferred 

color is pearl white or new penny screw tails.  He normally rigs these baits on white, red, 

or lead colored ¼ ounce jig heads.  According to Captain Jack these are his “go to baits!”  

However, if he finds that they don’t work he digs deeper into his tackle box and starts 

using different baits.   This means, Captain Jack is always ready even when the fish are 

not!     

  

 

Matt Gibbons is holding up a nice red fish, which he caught on December 28, 2012 while 

inshore fishing with Captain Jack McGowan of Miss Judy Charters. 
  

 



 

Bill Fegel (Matt Gibbon’s father) is holding up a nice spotted sea trout, which was later 

cooked for dinner.  According to Captain Jack, Matt and his father Bill has a great time 

catching fish.  It wasn’t a one fish after another kind of day.  However, it turned out to be 

a quality fish day.  Once their fish were cleaned the fillets filled a one gallon zip lock 

baggie!  And no matter how you cook them this is whole lot of fish fillets!!! 

 

Captain Matt Williams’s Bait works too! 

Mud minnows are Captain Matt Williams’s choice live bait especially for this time of the 

year.  They are somewhat like the Energizer Bunny; they take a licking and keep on 

ticking! 

 

A mud minnow! 
  

  

Captain Matt Williams’s Bait works too!! 



Captain Matt Williams of Miss Judy Charters also took a group out inshore fishing.  

According to his report while on an 8 hour trip the customers caught quite a few keepers 

and released quite a few undersized red fish/spotted sea trout. This all boils down to that 

they had a nice cooler of fish and had some serious catching action. Captain Matt 

preferred bait on this day was live mud minnows.  The best news that I can share with 

you about mud minnows is that they are the hardiest bait that there is.   Once placed on 

your hook even after a few hits, missies, and catches you could still be using the same 

bait.  Heck, with a dozen mud minnows you could find yourself catching twice as many 

fish.  I guess I could go as far as to say, “Tough as the artificial stuff, but it’s alive!”    

Offshore Artificial Reefs 

Short boat ride to big fish! 

Now for those fishermen whether you are using your boat or mine there is certainly a lot 

of big catching opportunities to be had while fishing the offshore artificial reefs. 

 

Team Mercer!! 

 

Matt and Paige Mercer 

Now here’s a fishing Husband and wife team that know about big fish.  Matt Mercer and 

his wife Paige are holding up a large black drum that they caught while fishing with a 

small piece of shrimp.   And you know the old saying “Elephants like peanuts?”  Well, in 

this case this 60 pound plus black drum found a small piece of frozen shrimp to its liking! 

 

Matt and Paige Mercer 

Matt and Paige Mercer are avid fishermen, follow the rules, and just love to catch fish.  

They have even proclaimed that if they can’t keep fish they still want to fish!  I wish 

more fishermen felt the way that they do! 

 



 

 

Matt Mercer fishing report and question that I tried to answer 

 

On December 25, 2012 

I had an email from Matt Mercer a concerned fisherman, which had been fishing offshore. 

He sent me a fishing report, and he then asked this question… Are there any tips to avoid 

catching the endangered black sea bass every time that you drop your hook? 

 

Matt Mercer emailed fishing report went like this…We caught hundreds of endangered 

black sea bass, couple of trophy red fish, and 2 Sheepshead.   Any tips to avoid catching 

black sea bass?  This is just plain ridiculous! 

 

I emailed him back with these suggestions: 

At any rate the only way that I can see for “not catching black sea bass when targeting 

another species is to NOT GO FISH!”  And that my fishing friend is a very bad 

suggestion, because no matter what we the fishermen want to GO FISH!! 

 

Here are some suggestions for those that want to GO FISH!  

 

Try these suggestions, which might help avoid catching an endangered black sea bass 

every time that you drop your hook…. 

 

Once you get your boat situated over the structure that you plan to fish over I suggest 

following this plan… 

 

The first thing that you need to know is that there are so many black sea bass that these 

fish are competing for any and all food sources.  Black fish are probably the most 

aggressive fish that there are especially when it come to bottom feeders.  Unfortunately, 

your bait, which can be expensive, is the easiest to eat and the most accessible.   

 

On the reefs at this time there are black sea bass, Sheepshead, black drum, flounder, scup, 

cold water sharks, Atlantic sharpnose sharks, pin fish, and all size trophy red fish.  Most 

all fish with the exception of the black fish can be considered upper water column feeders.  

The black sea bass are normally a bottom type feeder, that’s until the food sources are 

limited. This is when they join forces, also called “schooling up” and go after any food 

sources available.  I have seen black sea bass follow hooked black fish and almost all 

other fish right to the surface.  It is my opinion that the black sea bass are getting better at 

quickly adjusting their swim bladder control.  In other words that can compensate by 

purging so that they bladders don’t become full of un-wanted air.    

 

Try these suggestions, which might help avoid catching an endangered black sea bass 

every time that you drop your hook…. 

 

What not to do…No sabiki bait rigs 



I have found that you need only to fish a few lines at a time.  Whatever, you do, don’t use 

gold hook sabiki bait rig.  The reason being is that this causes “a black fish feeding 

frenzy.”  Since the sabiki rig has 6 to 10 small hooks dropping this rig guarantees you 6 

to 10 black sea bass hook up.  Once hooked up you can add about 20 to 30 other jealous 

as well as hungry black fish causing a “big time feeding frenzy!    

 

Try these suggestions, which might help avoid catching an endangered black sea bass 

every time that you drop your hook…. 

 

No squid or cut bait 

Now don’t get me wrong squid and cut bait will work, but most likely all you will catch 

is more black sea bass.  And of course another feeding frenzy will be caused!! 

 

Try these suggestions, which might help avoid catching an endangered black sea bass 

every time that you drop your hook…. 

 

Don’t us small to medium live fish as bait 

A hungry black fish will inhale any fish including their own kind.  So if you use small or 

medium live fish for bait you are most likely going to hook up a medium to large black 

sea bass.  This fish normally inhales the circle hook so far in its gullet that there is no 

saving its life!  (So much for the “circle hooks only rule!”)  This was one rule that was 

never tested on fish that have a feeding nature to suck in so fast that the hook couldn’t 

possibly get placed near the lip area.  I would also like to add that circle hooks are a very 

good thing and have always worked like a charm for me.  However, when dealing with 

hungry swarms of black sea bass circle hooks are a certain death of the first fish that gets 

to the bait.  However, as I have been told many times that since I am no marine biologist, 

“what the heck would I know in the first place?” 

 

Try these suggestions, which might help avoid catching an endangered black sea bass 

every time that you drop your hook…. 

 

Fiddlers as bait 

When using fiddlers, which are the hardest earned bait in many ways, you are still going 

to have the same problem with multiple hook ups of black fish.  However, if you only 

fish a few lines, stop fishing when you start catching black fish, and only starting back 

after a while of waiting …your chances are much better that you just might catch “A 

something fish” that you can take home for dinner! 

 

 

And then there is always plenty of catch and release!! 

 

Black sea bass season is closed in the federal waters.  Always check on current fishing 

regulations! 

 

http://www.safmc.net/FishIDandRegs/RegulationsbySpecies/tabid/248/Default.aspx 



 
Tim Mercer is holding up a nice trophy red fish, which he caught while fishing with his 

son Matt and his wife Paige.   

 

Blue Fin Tuna 

Has anyone seen any blue fin tuna?  Because now is the time that they should be off the 

Georgia Coast! 

 
Blue fin Tuna 

  



I haven’t seen any personally, but it’s time for them to make way through our area.  

Please blue fin tuna sightings to me Captain Judy to fishjudy2@aol.com 

 

Gulf Stream Suggestions 
 You won’t know unless you go!    

 

Freshies Report 

 It’s time to give Bill Vanderford a call!! 

Bill Vanderford is “Lake Lanier’s Legend!” 
For more about my long time friend Bill Vanderford as well as his accomplishments, his 

freshwater charter trips or wildlife tours, books written and his special line up of tackle 

offered, please visit his site http://www.fishinglanier.com/contact.html for all the details!  

For more details go http://stores.ebay.com/Fishy-Racer 

http://www.youtube.com/fishyracer www.cafepress.com/grapefruitshop  

http://fishinglanier.com/ 

 

 Little Miss Judy’s Believe it or Not” 

Little Miss Judy sitting pretty for the cameraman! 

 
Photo taken by Olin Mills Studios 

Little Captain Judy Lynn Helmey dressed for success!!  

 



Now I can’t say for sure who dressed me, but I have good idea.  This out fit looks like I 

was dressed by those wonderful ladies at  “Punch and Judy’s”   Back in the fifties that 

was a child’s clothing store located on Broughton Street called “Punch and Judy’s!”  

Their main entrance faced Broughton Street in what is better known now as historic 

downtown Savannah.  Punch and Judy’s also had a back door that you could drive 

straight up to either drop the child that you wanted dressed off and/or to pick him or her 

that was already dressed.  I would be that child.  This was an interesting place for sure.   

They were known for catering to many parents.  I loved this place and knew everyone 

that worked there.  My father purchased a lot of my clothes at this store.  His other 

favorite place to shop for my clothing, which he brought by the cases was Kahn and 

Company.  This wholesale house was located on West Broad Street, which is better 

known at this time as Martin Luther King Boulevard.  For those that are scratching their 

head this wholesale shop was right next to Cranman’s Sporting Goods Store.  

 

Clothing brought by the cases mean some pretty interesting things.  Instead of 3 to 4 pairs 

of socks or underwear there were dozens of them.  Instead of picking out a color there 

were either all white or multiple colors.  Daddy brought all of our towels, sheets, bed 

spread, and etc by the case.  When it was time for me to wear training bras, yes you 

guessed he brought them by the case.  To be honest, I grew out of them before I used the 

24 training bras that I had in my dresser drawer.   

Purple Tree Lounge 

Once my father dropped me off at Punch and Judy’s he would head over to the Manager 

Hotel to have a drink at the Purple Tree Lounge.  After a few cocktails, he would drive 

down the alley behind the store, hit the bell, and they would bring me out.  I loved it 

when daddy went to the Purple Tree Lounge.  The reason being is he would always bring 

me the stir sticks.  Believe me these were the most unusual stir sticks ever.  Of course 

they were purple and they were shaped like a tree that had loss its leaves.  Now that I 

think about it they were also very dangerous.  I really don’t know how daddy didn’t get 

his eye poked every time he took a drink.  However, after thinking about it I bet that is 

why he took them out first!  Boy, it sure is funny what you remember as a child!! 

Buster Browns Shoe Store  

My shoes always came from Buster Brown’s also located on Broughton Street.  All I 

remember about this shoe store is that they had child size wooden animals for us to sit on.  

They had a giraffe, horse, lamb, and a cow.  As I can remember the colors of these 

animals were anything, but natural.  They were painted all sorts of colors.  And to top off 

this craziness they had different colored dots and squares painted all over them. 

According to my father shoes with leather needed a little “set up” before wearing them.  

He always took his sharp knife and cut groves on the bottom of my shoes.  The reason 

being and it was a simple one…I needed as much traction as I could get when trying to 

making way!!    

I also can’t say who cut my hair, but I have a good idea.  There was this barber shop and I 

think you know where I am going from here….Yes daddy took me to his barber to get my 

hair cut.  There I said it! 

 

Here’s wishing everyone a Happy New Year!   

Catch you next year!    Captain Judy  



  


